
Deep in a dark dangerous forest, a poor lost halFLing 
has wandered into our camp. So We snatched em up 

and it’s time for dinner!  Da problem is, we don’t want 
to share! So we’ll bite, smash, bash, and beat the snot 

out of each other to see who wins ogre’s dinner!

Watch how to play at: www.ogresdinner.com/how



COMPONENTS
6 Brawl Decks (18 cards each)

9 Weapon Cards

6 Health Tracker Tokens

7 Ogre Cards

25 Teef

1 Forest Card

1 Boss Standee1 Halfling Snatch Standee

6 Reference Cards

6 Fight Dice Sets (4 dice each)
There are 6 
colored sets:
Blue, White, 
Black, Red, 
Yellow, and
Grey

Each deck has its
 own symbol:

6 RAGE Tokens

(front) (back)
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Game Layout
In the center of play, place the 
following:
1 All the Teef.
2 “da Boss” standee.
3 The “Halfling Snatch” standee.
4 The Forest card. Use the side 

that matches your player 
count.

5 The weapon deck. Shuffle it 
and deal 3 cards in a row.

6 Sort the brawl cards into 
decks, one for each symbol on the card back. 

Give each player:
7 A shuffled brawl deck.  
8 A random ogre card.
9 A RAGE token. Place it on 1 @ 

(RAGE).
A A health # token. Place the 

token on 16.
B A set of 4 FIGHT dice of the 

same color.
C A reference card.
D Each player draws a hand of 5 

cards from their brawl deck. 
Don’t show your hand to 
others !

E Return unused decks, dice, and 
other parts to the box.

Setup is complete!

SETUP

The toof symbol on a Brawl card.

discard pile

Each Player 
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! A quick reference of important rules is 
on the back cover ! 

GOal of the Game
You are a hungry ogre fighting over dinner.  Smash your rivals or knock them out to earn 
teef (¥). Gaining 5 ¥ wins the game. If you’re feeling sneaky, snatch the halfling up and 
run for the cave. If you steal dinner you win! Maybe you’re a survivor! If you’re the last 
ogre standing, you win! 

Your Ogre
You each have an ogre card. On this card you'll find:

1 Health Tracker 
Move your health token along the health tracker as you take damage % or gain #.  

Damage % Bonuses
Some weapons and cards add damage % to your attack. The Big Stick, for example, 
adds 1 %.

  ! You must do at least 1 % to add bonus % !

GAMEPLAY

Gazonga's ogre card.

2  RAGE
bar

   1  Health 
Tracker

 3  RAGE 
power
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KOs and Eliminations
If health # goes below 1, you are KOed (knocked-out)! 
A  Move your token to the KO slot. You lose all your RAGE @.  
B  Next round, flip your ogre card over and move your token to 9 health #. 

!While KOed you cannot FIGHT, use powers, or be targeted by any card effect !
If you lose all your health # again, you are eliminated. Return any weapon to the center.

2 Rage bar
Your RAGE @ bar shows how mad you are. Your ogre needs to be pissed to use its RAGE 
power. You get RAGE @ by fighting. Move your RAGE token as you gain or spend RAGE @. 

3 Rage Power
The number before the RAGE @ symbol is how much @ it costs to use.  For example, 
Gazonga's costs 2 @. You may use your power repeatedly if you spend enough RAGE  @ 
to pay for it. RAGE @ powers can be used at any time, unless they say otherwise.
! After being KOed, your RAGE power may become cheaper and more powerful as 

listed on your ogre card !

card types 
There are 2 kinds of cards in the brawl decks: 
FIght! cards and interruptS! as indicated by their 
keywords.
• Fight! cards are played facedown during a 

FIght and mostly affect damage.
• INTERRUPT cards can be used at any time, 

unless they say otherwise. If more than 1 is 

played, they are resolved in the order played.

A KO on the health tracker.

A FIght card An interrupt card

Return from the KO with 9 health.

A

B
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GAMEPLAY
At the Start 
Once the game is setup, determine who is Da Boss. A roll-off ( vs ) 
between all ogres determines who claims da Boss standee.

Roll-offs! ( vs )
All ogres in the roll-off grab their 4 FIGHT dice. One player counts 
“3...2...1...Roll!” Start rolling like crazy! Re-roll dice that are not RAGE @. 
The first player to get 8 RAGE @ wins!  If 2 ogres finish at the same time, 
those 2 roll-off again! 

! Once a roll-off is finished, another ogre cannot contest the results !

Sequence of Play
The game is played in rounds. Each round there are several  FIghts. Da Boss FIghts first each 
round. The next ogre clockwise from da Boss that has NOT fought picks the next FIGHT. 
When all ogres have fought the round ends.

When the Round Ends
1. Players may discard any number of cards, then draw back to a hand size of 5.
2. Da Boss standee proceeds clockwise to the next player.
3. An ogre with the halfling advances 1 space in the forest.

Deck Empty?
If your deck is too low to draw a full hand, draw what remains, shuffle your discard pile to 
reform your deck, then draw back up to the hand size of 5.

2Example order of play
1 Git is da Boss. He picks a FIGHT with 

Srek. 
2 When that FIGHT is over, play 

proceeds clockwise from Git to 
Srek. Srek has been in a FIght, so play 
proceeds to Slod. 

3 Slod picks the next FIght, choosing any 
of the 3 ogres. 3

1
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FIGHTING
The steps in resolving a FIght are:

I. Pick a target. 
Declare a target out loud with a nice taunt like: “Hey! I’m going to punch Slod in da 
face”. That ogre is the defender and must FIght you. 

! You may Fight an ogre that has already fought in the round !

! An ogre does not have to pick a FIght, opting to play a FIght card faceup!
II. Play  FIGHT cards 

Both ogres play 1 FIGHT card from their hand facedown in front of them.  You don’t 
have to play a  FIGHT card, but declare so out loud. Once both ogres have had a 
chance to play FIGHT cards, the FIght begins. 

III. Resolve FIGHT cards.  
Once both cards are placed, flip them and do what they say. The effects are applied 
simultaneously, so the order you flip them does not matter.  

IV. Roll 3  Fight dice, reroll 1.  
Both ogres roll 3 of their simultaneously. The symbols on the  are:  

Reroll! You may re-roll 1 of your FIGHT dice. 

! The defender must re-roll first but may keep their roll as is !  

V. Resolve Fight Dice 
One  BLOCK  cancels one of your target’s damage % dice. Stack the BLOCK 
on top of your target's die to indicate this.  Blocks only cancel damage %, 
not other  blocks or RAGE @ results. 
Resolving Rolls 
Take damage % and gain RAGE @ according to the dice totals as modified 
by any card effects. That marks the end of the FIGHT.

Gives you 2 RAGE @ at the end of the FIght.

Do 1 damage % to your target for each %.
Do 4 or more % damage to get a toof ¥!OR

Cancel 1 of your target's damage dice.
BLOCK!

Stack a  BLOCK 
die on top to 

cancel damage.
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Example FIGHT
I: Declare a target.
Slod picks a FIGHT with Git. 

II: play FIGHT cards.
Both players chose a FIGHT card  and place it facedown. 

III: Resolve FIGHT cards.
These cards are revealed together. 
Slod has played Bloodrage which instantly gives him 3 RAGE @. He 
raises his RAGE @ meter to 4. Git plays Knocks Uz Silly, which states 
“Your opponent gets no re-rolls.”  Slod will not be able to re-roll his 

FIGHT dice.

IV: Roll 3 FIGHT dice, Re-roll 1.
Slod and Git each roll 3 FIGHT dice. Here are their rolls:

GAMEPLAY

A weapon card

When the  FIGHT ends
Discard the BRAWL cards played.
The next ogre clockwise from da Boss that has NOT fought picks the next FIGHT. 

Weapons!
In the center of play, we have some weapons 
which add dice, damage, re-rolls, or other 
face-smashing things. 

Claiming a Weapon
Claim a weapon when you are in a FIght by 
playing a Snatch Dat card facedown. When 
Snatch Dat is revealed, choose 1 weapon 
from the center, the top of the weapon deck 
, or from an ogre  and place it in front of you.  

A SNatch Dat card
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BLOCK!

BLOCK!

4 % damage total!1 % damage total!

BLOCK!

GitSlod

Initial Rolls:

Re-rolls:
Slod gets no re-roll 
because of Knocks Uz 
Silly. Git re-rolls his @@ 
hoping for damage. 

V: Resolve FIGHT 
Dice
 
Git’s BLOCK negates 
Slod’s %% roll. So Slod does 1 % damage to Git, and gains 2 RAGE @. Git does 4 damage 
% and earns a toof ¥! 

If you already have a weapon, you MUST discard 1 of the 2 weapons to the center. 
You keep a weapon until you are forced to drop it, returning it to the center.

! When there are less than 3 weapons in the center, replenish the tableau by drawing 

from the weapon deck. !

Contested Grabs
Snatching a weapon from an ogre is a contested grab. Do a roll-
off ( vs ).  The winner gets the weapon, the loser gets 
nothing. Similarly, if 2 ogres play Snatch Dat simultaneously, 
it's a contested grab, with the loser getting nothing. 

See page 6 for details on roll-offs  ( vs ).
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WINNING DINNER
There are 3 ways to win:
I  Gain 5 Teef ¥

Gain 1 toof ¥ by dealing 4+ damage %. 
or

Gain 1 toof ¥ by KOing an ogre.

For example:  
Slod does 8 damage % against Git’s 3 health #, earning 
1 toof ¥. If this hit KOs Git, Slod gains an extra ¥.

II  Stealing da Halfling
To escape with the halfling, you have to 
claim it! Play a Snatch Dat facedown card 
when you are in a FIGHT.  

1 When Snatch Dat is revealed, place the 
forest card in front of you and put the 
Halfling Snatch standee on the START 
space (or the spot the halfling was 
previously dropped on). 

2 Advance 1 space in the forest if you have 
the halfling at the end of the round.

3 When you get to the cave you 
immediately win!

4 There is a shortcut in the forest you can 
take if the listed number of ogres began 
the game.

GAMEPLAY

The halfling snatch standee begins at the START 
space.

Claim teef ¥ from the center pile. 

Special Cases with Teef and Winning
• If you gain 5 Teef ¥ as you are KOed, you do not win...yet! You win next round if 

no one wins before then.
• If you gain 5 Teef ¥ as you are eliminated, you do not win.
• If multiple ogres gain 5 Teef ¥ at the same time, those ogres do a roll-off to 

determine the winner!

2

3

41
A shortcut for a 
game with 6 or 

more ogres.
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Contested Grab
Snatching the halfling from another ogre is a contested grab. Do a roll-off ( vs

).  The winner gets the halfling, the loser gets nothing. Similarly, if 2 ogres play 
Snatch Dat simultaneously, it's a contested grab.  
See page 6 for details on Roll-offs.

Losing the Halfling
If you are KOed or eliminated, you drop the halfling. You may also chose to drop 
the halfling at any time.
If the halfling is dropped, it stays where it is in the forest. Return the forest card and 
halfling standee to the center, keeping the halfling in the same forest space.

III  Last Ogre with any  health.
If all other ogres are KOed or eliminated, you win!
See pages 4 and 5 for more details on damage, KO’s, and elimination.

Notes
Additional notes for cards are given below.

Q: If Slod rolls RAGE @ the same FIGHT he would be KOed or eliminated, 
can he use his rolled RAGE @ to heal beforehand?
A: No. RAGE @ earned from a FIGHT happens simultaneous with damage %. Slod will 
be KOed or eliminated before he gets to use his new RAGE @ for healing.
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Quick Reference
• Start with 1 rage,  16  health, and 5 cards.
• A roll-off determines da Boss. Roll 4 dice.  The first to get 8 RAGE is da Boss.
• Da Boss picks the first FIght.

The Winning recipe
Gain 5 Teef ¥

OR
Steal the Halfling to the Cave

OR

Be the last Ogre with  health.

Gain 1 ¥ by dealing 4+ damage %. 
or

Gain 1 ¥ by KOing an ogre.

FIGHTING
I Declare a target.
II Play  1 FIGHT card facedown.
III Resolve FIGHT cards.
IV Roll  3 Fight dice, re-roll 1.
V Resolve FIGHT dice. 

! You may Fight an ogre that has 
already fought in the round. ! 

! The defender must re-roll first but may 
keep their roll as is. !  

When the  FIGHT ends
I Discard the BRAWL cards played.
II The next ogre clockwise from da Boss that has NOT fought picks the next FIGHT. 

When the Round Ends
I Players may discard any number of cards, then draw back to a hand size of 5.
II Da Boss standee proceeds clockwise to the next ogre.
III An ogre with the halfling advances 1 space in the forest.

Remember:
• The loser of a roll-off vs  get's nothing!
• A KO'ed ogre is out of play and cannot be affected by game effects.
•   ! You must do at least 1 % to add bonus % !
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